Mission

A straightforward & smooth course planning experience for JHU undergrads.
User Driven Design
We’ve incorporated:

- Broad student surveys and interviews
- Faculty interviews
- Periodic A/B Testing
- The Agile Development Model
  - Amorphous design
  - Amorphous implementation
"I have multiple 4 year plans..."

"I'm not completely sure what I want to take x year."

"Am I on track to graduate?"

"Planning backwards would be nice..."

"I would like to experiment with other majors/minors"

"I wish my plan was both smooth and clear"

"I would like all my information handy"
Implementation Principles

Information Accessibility
Easy Navigation
Plan Efficacy
Video Demo
Future Plans
Features

- Department/Alumni Plan Templates
- Course Evaluations
- User-friendly Prereq Navigation
- Flexible Number of Years
- Walkthroughs and Interactive Guides/Tutorials
Quality of Life

- Course Tab Information
- Specific Major Requirements
- Rehauling Course Information Display
- Color code course information
Launch... and Beyond!

- Launch:
  End of Summer

- Maintenance and development:
  For the foreseeable future!